Cultural Topics

Objective B. I can participate in a debate using comparisons, contrasts and justifications.

1. creer: to think; to believe
2. en mi opinión: in my opinion
3. el debate: the debate
4. debatir: to debate
5. analizar/criticar: to analyze; to critique
6. recomendar: to recommend (e-ie stem-changer in the present)
7. me aburre(n): ______ bores me
8. me interesa(n): _______ interests me
9. el crítico/la crítica: the critic
Cultural Topics

Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

1. el arte: the art
2. la obra: the work; the piece (of art)
3. la pintura: the painting
4. el cuadro: the painting
5. la estatua: the statue
6. la escultura: the sculpture
7. pintar: to paint
8. dibujar: to draw
9. el cine: the movie theater
10. la película: the movie
11. el actor/la actriz: the actor/the actress
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Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

12. el director/la directora: the director
13. el papel: the role
14. la estrella: the star
15. el drama: the drama
16. la comedia: the comedy
17. la ciencia ficción: the science fiction
18. el horror: the horror
19. rómantico(a): romantic
20. infantil: for children
21. la acción: the action
22. la vida real: reality; the real life
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Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

23. los dibujos animados: the cartoons
24. las entrevistas: the interviews
25. el canal: the channel
26. el teatro: the theater
27. el boleto: the ticket
28. el periódico: the newspaper
29. la revista: the magazine
30. la literatura: the literature
31. el autor: la autora: the author
32. la música: the music
33. la música pop: the pop music
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Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

34. la música rap: the rap music
35. la música rock: the rock music
36. la música clásica: the classical music
37. la música hip hop: the hip hop music
38. la música cristiana: the Christian music
39. la música country: the country music
40. la música gótspel: the gospel music
41. escuchar: the listen
42. tocar: to play
43. nuevo(a): new
44. viejo(a): old
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Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

45. moderno(a): modern
46. raro(a): rare; strange; weird
47. realista: realistic
48. tonto(a): silly
49. cómico(a): funny
50. violento(a): violent
51. tradicional: traditional
52. largo(a): long
53. corto(a): short
54. interesante
55. sorprendente
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Objective B: I can participate in a debate using comparisons, contrasts and justifications:

Objective C. I can identify and discuss various aspects of art, cinema, music and media.

1. The statue is old.
2. The star of the drama is pretty.
3. I recommend the new magazine.
4. The painting is strange but modern.
5. The cartoons bore me.
6. The critics believe the interviews are surprising.
7. In my opinion, the author is interesting.
8. The debate was short.
9. The director analyzes the role of the actress.
10. Traditional sculptures interest me.
11. Write a SIMPLE sentence about the music you enjoy.
12. Write a SIMPLE sentence about a movie/TV show you enjoy.
13. Write a SIMPLE sentence about a book/magazine you enjoy.